Uniform bulk mixtures of micron-sized La 0.7 Ce 0.3 MnO 3 and La 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 colossal magnetoresistance materials have been made by standard solid-state reaction. According to the x-ray diffraction and the energy dispersion spectrum, La 0.9 Ce 0.3 MnO 3 is composed of ͑La 1− Ce ͒ y MnO 3+␦ , CeO 2 , and Mn-O compounds, where ͑La 1− Ce ͒ y MnO 3+␦ behaves as a ferromagnetic material and shows no atomic interdiffusion with La 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 . The temperature characteristics of magnetization measurement show that the canted antiferromagnetic interaction occurs at low temperatures. The dependence of these antiferromagnetic transition temperatures on the mixing ratio can be described by the molecular mean field theory, and this reveals the strength of magnetic couplings between magnetic grains.
Since the discovery of the perovskite compounds R 1−x A x MnO 3 in the 1950s ͑Refs. 1 and 2͒ ͑R is the rare earth ion and A is the divalent alkaline earth metal͒ extensive studies have been carried out due to the compounds' remarkable magnetic colossal magnetoresistance ͑CMR͒ properties. [3] [4] [5] For the parent compound RMnO 3 which is an A-type antiferromagnetic insulator, its magnetism is due to the superexchange interaction between Mn +3 ions mediated through the intervening oxygen p orbital. The electronic configuration of Mn +3 is t 2g 3 e g 1 , where the three t 2g electrons form a local bound state with a 3 / 2 net spin and the e g electrons have a strong hybridization with the p orbital states of the neighboring oxygen ions. When holes are doped into the parent compound by partially replacing La +3 ions with Ca +2 ions, the charge state of Mn changes from Mn +3 to Mn +4 and the holes are introduced on the e g states. In a proper doping range, the compound exhibits ferromagnetic characteristics, explained mainly by the double-exchange interaction 6, 7 between e g electrons. The typical p-type ͑hole-doped͒ compound La 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 ͑LCaMO͒ shows robust ferromagnetism having a maximum Curie temperature ͑T C ͒ of about 250 K in both single-phase films and bulk phases. In contrast to LCaMO, the electric state of La 1−x Ce x MnO 3 ͑LCeMO͒ compounds 8, 9 is claimed to be n-type ͑electron-doped͒ due to the substitution of tetravalent ion Ce and the resultant valence modulation of Mn +3 to Mn +2 . Unfortunately, the singlephase LCeMO compounds do not exist in bulk due to the fact that a small amount of partially nonreactive cerium oxide ͑CeO 2 ͒ remains in the compound. If the n-type LCeMO does exist, the LCaMO and LCeMO compounds should be complementary in their charge states, and the mixture should produce many neutral junctions in the form of the parent compound LaMnO 3 , which exhibits an antiferromagnetic ordering below 150 K. Surprisingly, we do not observe this transition in any electric or magnetic measurements around 150 K. From the energy dispersion spectrum in a scanning electron microscopy and by carefully analyzing the x-ray diffraction pattern, we find that the main phase in La 0.7 Ce 0.3 MnO 3 should be indexed to the lanthanum deficient manganite La 0.9 MnO 3 ͑LMO͒ 10,11 structure as ͑La 1− Ce ͒ y MnO 3+␦ , which exhibits a moderate difference from the result of Ganguly et al. 12 wherein the main phase was La 0.7 MnO 3 . For this reason, we presume that the ferromagnetism in the bulk LCeMO comes from the ͑La 1− Ce ͒ y MnO 3+␦ .
As the magnetization measurements confirm, the LCaMO and LMO composites are robust in ferromagnetism and have nearly similar T C values. Before mixing different kinds of CMR ferromagnetic bulk materials, LCaMO and LCeMO bulks were formed separately in advance by similar solid reaction processes and were confirmed by x-ray diffraction and transport measurements. The mixtures LCeMO x LCaMO 1−x , ͑x =0,0.1,0.2, ... ,0.9,1͒ were then sintered at 1280°C for 12 h. The phases of these samples were identified by powder x-ray diffraction. 8, 13 The electrical resistance and magnetoresistance were measured by the conventional dc four-probe technique. Magnetization was measured using the Quantum Design superconducting quantum interference device.
The x-ray diffraction of these mixtures, as shown in Fig.  1 , indicates that the atomic interdiffusion between LCaMO and ͑La 1− Ce ͒ y MnO 3+␦ does not occur.
14 Interestingly, the magnetization measurements in Fig. 2 Fig. 3 . In this letter, we employ antiferromagnetic molecular mean field theory, which is originally applied in the atomic scale, and extend it to the grain size scale in order to simulate the dependence of T N to the mixing ratio. With this assumption, we can capture the antiferromagnetic coupling strengths between these two different kinds of grains with a proper coupled interaction fit, as seen in Fig. 3 . The non-single-phase LCeMnO contains a small amount of CeO 2 and Mn-O compounds that contribute most of the scattering effect to the system and result in an increase in resistivity. This can be realized explicitly in a very low temperature resistivity investigation where the resistivity contribution from CMR main bodies can be ignored; thus most of the resistivity come from the impurity scattering. The experimental results show that the increase in resistivity is proportional to the mixing ratio x for x ഛ 0.5, as shown in Fig. 4 . The resistivity increases significantly as x ജ 0.5 and the resistivity proportional relationship still holds. This large increase of resistivity most likely comes from the occurrence of either weak localization or the impurity cluster formation. The proportional relationship is not followed at high temperatures because the intrinsic resistivity of CMR also contributes to the resistivity complex.
Because the antiferromagnetic transitions occur at temperatures lower than the ferromagnetic transition temperature, T C , for both LCaMO and ͑La 1− Ce ͒ y MnO 3+␦ compounds, the coupling is reasonably assumed to be antiferromagnetic between these grains or domains. Therefore, the antiferromagnetic molecular mean field theory is employed to simulate and to describe the effective internal magnetic coupling between grains of both the same and of differing compounds. The molecular mean field theory, while originally used to phenomenally describe the magnetism in the atomic scale, is extended to the grain size scale. The grain magnetization can be expressed as
where M A and M B and N A and N B are average grain magnetizations and mole numbers of ͑La 1−␦ Ce ␦ ͒ y MnO 3+␦ and LCaMO, respectively. H A and H B are the effective internal fields originated from the nearest neighboring grains. In the case of no external magnetic field, these internal fields are
where AA , BB , and AB are the internal magnetic couplings between nearest neighbor grains of ͑La 1− Ce ͒ y MnO 3+␦ -͑La 1− Ce ͒ y MnO 3+␦ , LCaMO-LCaMO, and ͑La 1− Ce ͒ y MnO 3+␦ -LCaMO, respectively. When the temperature is high, these equations can be expressed in the matrix form as
, N is the total mole number of the system, and J A and J B are the total angular momenta for each Mn ion in ͑La 1− Ce ͒ y MnO 3+␦ and LCaMO, respectively. Based on the orbit quenching effect in transition ion Mn, the total angular momenta are evaluated as the total sum of spins, and J A and J B are 1.85 for La 0.9 MnO 3 and La 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 . T N can, thus, be calculated from the determinant of Eq. ͑5͒. In order to fit this model to the dependence of the antiferromagnetic transition temperature on the mixing ratio, the magnetic coupling ratios are selected as AA / AB Ϸ −0.62 and BB / AB Ϸ −0.60. Both negative signs indicate that the magnetic interaction is antiferromagnetic for different grain types, while it is ferromagnetic for same grain types. If both signs become positive, the concave curve becomes convex, which confirms that the magnetic coupling between different kinds of grains is antiferromagnetic.
In summary, the non-single-phase of LCeMO bulk can coexist with LCaMO bulk in any mixing ratio. Below T C , the magnetic interaction is antiferromagnetic between di?erent kinds of grains and is ferromagnetic for the same grain types. The magnetic coupling between LCaMO grains is as large as that of between ͑La 1− Ce ͒ y MnO 3+␦ grains.
